The
Inner
Connection
Practice
A Free Class on a
process to help you
connect within during
your busy days.

With Spiritually Aware Parent Coach, Christina Fletcher

Welcome!
I'm so happy to have you join me for this class.
Before I was a parent and partner I used to go for long walks,
I'd sit on my balcony having mystical connections to the open
night sky, I would meditate, and even spent weeks at a time,
traveling alone with my inner compass as my guide.
But once I became a mom, it became harder to find my deep
connection with the sense of divinity which had guided me for
so long. I went awhile without a spiritual practice, but life
went chaotic, I felt rushed and empty, like I couldn't tune into
who I was and what I wanted.
Over time, I started to connect with my sense of Spirit in small
moments. Quick skyward glances. Good mornings as I opened
my eyes.
But what I found was that my thoughts were still busy, and
something wasn't fully connecting within my heart.
And so, this process was born.
What started off as an intentional process, a connection
without words, developed with words for the members of The
Breathing Space early this year.
Now, members there often tell me that they use this process
on a regular basis, so I've decided to offer it to everyone so you
can try it and see if it gives you a sense of sacred wholeness
throughout the day.
I look forward to hearing your thoughts and experiences.
Love and light!
Christina

I OPEN IN LOVE
Love is the Energy of What you
Are. You are Love. You are part of
the Cosmos, the Universe and as
such, love is ever flowing to you.
Often, in our busy lives we create a
story that we have to reach for
Love... but rather all we have to do
is open to the flow of love and let it
in.

I RECEIVE
WITH LOVE
Even though we can open up to
what's flowing effortlessly towards
us, to consciously receive it means
we allow it to shift our experience
and perception.
To consciously receive love is a bit
like receiving a gift and rather than
just putting it aside in a pile, trying
it on, or enjoying the taste. It's
allowing the flow of love to be
absorbed and do it's work.

I GIVE THANKS
WITH LOVE
Love flows best in a cycle... we feel
more love flow when we offer it
back and the same goes with the
Universe.
When we give thanks with love we
are thanking the Source of the
universal love that flows. We are
appreciating the divine elements of
life, appreciating the life we are
part of.
Giving thanks creates a new layer
in the receiving of love, as we feel
it deep in our hearts and allow it to
flow back to the universe again.

I CONNECT IN
LOVE
Having opened, received and then
offered love back again with
thanks, the Connection to Divine is
made.
The layer of Connection work
through your conscious mind
through to your spiritual essence.
You are LOVE as well as LOVED.
You are a unique spark in the light
of the universe. You are part of
something vast, wide and loving...
and when you Connect, you can
relax in the knowing that you are
held.

Along with this workbook you'll find a downloadable image for your
phone in your inbox.
Here's the thing... connection practices are often more about
creating the habit of connecting than anything else. It's reminding
ourselves to stop for that brainspace each day... everyday.
So, feel free to download this phone screen and then just practice
the connection whenever you look at your phone. It only takes a
second.
These are the sorts of things we discuss over in the Breathing
Space Membership Group and the simple start of the Summer
Focus of "Living Inside Out".
Over the next 8 weeks, members will be guided through releasing
the layers that may hold them back from shining authentically and
being Spiritually Present each day.
As with everything in the membership program, we'll be diving in
energetically, as well as emotionally, and intellectually.
Within our FB group, I post daily "reminder" posts, to help
members stop, drop and connect as well as offer them tools,
weekly focuses, access to a range of courses and resources in a
private resource library... as well as a weekly group meditation
and energy healing, that you can take part in live, or in a replay
over at the FB Group or in your inbox.
The Breathing Space, and all my work, is about providing you with
the spiritual and conscious tools you need for you and your family
in the time you have... without pressure or stress.
you can learn more about what I offer at
www.spirituallyawareparenting.com
Christina Fletcher

